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来自日本（中国和你有一个很好的研究）

I am working at NTT DATA CORPORATION, one 
of the largest system integration companies in 
Japan

I am project manger of TOMOYO Linux
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At first, I was planning to talk on my own project, 
TOMOYO Linux. It is one of the “secure Linux” 
implementations

“Secure Linux” implementations are not children’s 
toys, but not so difficult either (if only you get 
interested)

I noticed that most tough parts are understanding 
the concept of “secure Linux” and having interests 
for it
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1.Fundamental information on Linux security will 
be shown by illustrations

2.The core concept behind “secure Linux” will be 
explained

3.Summaries for available implementations will be 
shown as well as tools to explore them
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This presentation is designed not to require 
special knowledge

I tried to use illustrations instead of “texts”. My 
friends did real great jobs

Slides are available on the net, so don’t take 
memo and stare at the screen

Please relax and enjoy!
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It’s the ultimate goal that we can never reach

Still we can step forward toward the goal

Why?

That’s the way open source is (you can never 
improve MS$ Windows *) security

“Secure Linux”
does NOT exist



SELinux (Security-Enhanced Linux) developed 
by NSA is distinguished and respected from 
other attempts towards the goal

What makes SELinux so special?

It’s “in-tree” (part of the standard Linux 
source code)

It’s fully functional and most powerful

“SELinux” is one of the 
“secure Linux” attempts

http://www.kernel.org/
http://www.kernel.org/
http://www.kernel.org/
http://www.kernel.org/
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Smack (Simplified Mandatory Access Control 
Kernel) developed by Casey Schaufler is the 
other “in-tree” implementation

You can’t use SELinux and Smack at the same 
time. This is due to the limitation of LSM 
(security framework of Linux)

Any other “in-tree”?
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Yes. There are many

AppArmor by NOVELL and TOMOYO Linux by 
NTT DATA CORPORATION are now trying to be 
in-tree (now)

LKML (Linux Kernel Mailing List),  is the place to 
propose new functionalities and discuss Linux 
program (not for the fight)

How about “out-of-tree”?
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Now let’s review and 
see what happened

什么事，让我们审查
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DAC

The owner can set the access 
attributes for his/her 
resource. This is called DAC 
(Discretionary Access 
Control).

This is DAC
% chmod 600 my_diary
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• DAC can be overridden

• You should set DAC carefully, but 
should not over trust it

• When is DAC broken?



root user

root user is not affected by 
DAC. root user is the God (if 
your Linux is not “security 
enhanced” Linux)



setuid

a process invoked by a 
program with “setuid root” 
attribute will be given root 
privilege
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You might think
你可能会认为

• getting rid of root user and setuid 
mechanisms , but it does not work

• there are tasks for root

• you can change your password because 
passwd command is setuid root

• yes, we do need privileges
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Good old security called DAC (Discretionary 
Access Control) is insufficient

If someone steels root privilege of your system, 
you are no longer the administrator of you 
system (you are out of luck)

Eliminating root account and privileges can not 
be the answers

Lessons Learned
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Least Privilege
最少的権限
So the issue is how to limit and control the 
privileges

It has been studied and is now well known as 
“Least Privilege” principle (common to every 
operating systems)
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MAC (Mandatory Access Control)

The shortages of DAC and potential threats 
DAC can cause have been studied for over 
twenty years

MAC has been introduced to achieve the Least 
Privilege principle

DAC: Discretionary Access Control

MAC: Mandatory Access Control
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How MAC works?

MAC controls/limits access requests in kernel

“Control” means judgements to eliminate/reject 
inadequate access requests

But how can MAC distinguish 
inadequate requests from others?



MAC is a mechanism
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MAC is a mechanism

MAC cannot distinguish inadequate requests 
from others

It is always human to judge whether requests 
are adequate (needed) or not

not AI ;-) huh!
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So, you need to write “Policy”

Administrators have to tell MAC good and bad 
request in terms of access rule definitions

Those definitions are generally called 
“policy” (“profiles” in AppArmor, Smack “access 
rules” in Smack)

If MAC is an engine of a car, policy is a fuel. 
You need to manage policies
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Policy is important
MAC just works as it was told

If you forget to give required access, your 
system will fail to serve (that’s why some 
people turn off SELinux)

If you give excessive access, you will give 
crackers more chances to intrude

Let’s see some images
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security



“secure Linux” implementations work to reject 
inappropriate access request

“inappropriate” includes

malicious access (cracking)

operation error (such as “rm -rf *”)

MAC is not only for 
security



MAC is good for ...

reducing the damages by cracking

rejecting wrongly operations

storing fine grained audit logs
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label vs. pathname

There are two kinds of implementations for 
Linux MAC, label-based and pathname-based



Label-based Security

1. define “label” first

2. specify policy using 
labels

“label” is stored as xattr (extended attributes). As inode 
is trustable as DNA (Deoxyribo Nucleic Acid), label 
information stored bound with inode is trustworthy
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Pathname-based 
Security

In pathname-based MAC like TOMOYO Linux 
and AppArmor, policies are written and stored 
using “pathname”. No need to manage labels

Though they are a lot easier to use, keep it in 
mind that “pathname” is subjected to change 
by operations such as mount and chroot 
(handle with care)
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Which is better?
From information flow control point of view, 
label-based approach is superior

While label-based approach has good history 
and academically proven, pathname-based 
MAC is just two years old

Hopefully, pathname-based should be 
incorporated and work together with labels in 
the future
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and other smartest people in the world
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Security-Enhanced Linux

The first “in-tree” MAC implementation of Linux

Developed mainly by National Security Agency 
and other smartest people in the world

RHEL5 has acquired Common Criteria 
certifications

SELinux
http://www.nsa.gov/selinux/

http://www.nsa.gov/selinux/
http://www.nsa.gov/selinux/


Ottawa Linux Symposium 2008 (OLS2008) 
paper by James Morris is an ideal introduction 
and summary of SELinux

“Have You Driven an SELinux Lately?”

SELinux
http://www.nsa.gov/selinux/

http://james-morris.livejoural.com/
http://james-morris.livejoural.com/
http://namei.org/ols-2008-selinux-paper.pdf
http://namei.org/ols-2008-selinux-paper.pdf
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“Simplified Mandatory Access Control Kernel”

The second “in-tree” MAC implementation to 
Linux (since 2.6.25)

Developed by an individual, Casey Schaufler

Functionalities are drastically simplified as its 
name says

Smack
http://schaufler-ca.com/

http://schaufler-ca.com
http://schaufler-ca.com
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Pathname-based MAC implementation like 
TOMOYO Linux

Project of NOVELL

Not intended to protect the whole system. 
Aimed to protect specific services like web 
server

Available on OpenSUSE, Ubuntu and others

AppArmor
http://en.opensuse.org/AppArmor

http://en.opensuse.org/AppArmor
http://en.opensuse.org/AppArmor
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Pathname-based MAC developed by NTT DATA 
CORPORATION (Japan)

Developed by my team

Has unique “learning mode”

LiveCD available for Ubuntu and CentOS

made in Japan

TOMOYO Linux
http://elinux.org/TomoyoLinux
http://tomoyo.sourceforge.jp/
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Recent public presentation
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Linux Foundation Japan #8 Symposium

Ottawa Linux Symposium 2008, 2007
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Recent public presentation

FreedomHEC Taipei 2008 (just after *this* session)

Linux Foundation Japan #8 Symposium

Ottawa Linux Symposium 2008, 2007

FOSDEM’08

Embeede Linux Conference 2008, 2007

PacSec 2008, 2007
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Recent public presentation

FreedomHEC Taipei 2008 (just after *this* session)

Linux Foundation Japan #8 Symposium

Ottawa Linux Symposium 2008, 2007

FOSDEM’08

Embeede Linux Conference 2008, 2007

PacSec 2008, 2007

TOMOYO Linux
http://elinux.org/TomoyoLinux
http://tomoyo.sourceforge.jp/

TOMOYO加油

http://elinux.org/TomoyoLinux
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More detail?
想知道更多吗？
You can not compare them unless you play with 
them (at least one of them)

I have my version of a simplified comparison 
chart (hope this helps)

http://tomoyo.sourceforge.jp/wiki-e/?WhatIs
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You need tools to survive



To know about the journey

It’s already there. Read or die

“How and why to work with the Kernel community” by 
Harald Welte at FreedomHEC Taipei 2008 (yesterday)

“The Relationship Between kernel.org Development and 
the Use of Linux for Embedded Applications” by Andrew 
Morton at Embedded Linux Conference 2008

http://www.celinux.org/elc08_presentations/morton-elc-08.ppt
http://www.celinux.org/elc08_presentations/morton-elc-08.ppt
http://www.celinux.org/elc08_presentations/morton-elc-08.ppt
http://www.celinux.org/elc08_presentations/morton-elc-08.ppt
http://ldn.linuxfoundation.org/book/how-participate-linux-community
http://ldn.linuxfoundation.org/book/how-participate-linux-community


Mail

Subscribe LKML and choose other related lists

LKML is real huge and high traffic

Unless you want to read *every* messages, you 
will need thread-safe mail program

My recommendation is Thunderbird



git

“git” is the standard Linux version control 
system for Linux

Junio Hamano, maintainer of the git gave talk at 
FreedomHEC Taipei (yesterday)



LXR (Cross Reference Linux)
Now Linux kernel has more than 10 millions of lines

If you just want to learn Linux, you don’t have to 
download/git clone the mainline kernel

LXR lets you browse/search Linux source code from 
your browser

http://tomoyo.sourceforge.jp/cgi-bin/lxr/source/
http://tomoyo.sourceforge.jp/cgi-bin/lxr/source/


Trademarks

• Linux® is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds 
in the United States and other countries.

• AppArmor® is a registered trademark of Novell, 
inc in the United States and other countries.

• TOMOYO® is a registered trademark of NTT 
DATA CORPORATION in Japan.
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Linux加油
台湾加油、日本加油
亜細亜加油
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